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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
MELBOURNE - 14th May 2021

R1 - SCONE | 12:50 | AUD $90,000 |  ARROWFIELD COUNTRY CUP (BM84)

22 TOTAL RECALL
Brought up fth career win two back but missed the frame last time when fth over 1400m at
Tamworth. Failed by a bare margin last time out and is well-placed to score.

44 SNEAK PREVIEW
Had been thereabouts before struggling last time when eighth over 1200m at Wagga. Has the
ability and may be worth another chance.

88 O'MUDGEE
Went down by 0.8 lengths to nish second at Bathurst over 1400m as favourite in most recent
effort. Will take beating.

1010 AMY'S SHADOW
Good effort when second at Mudgee over 1400m last start as favourite. Has strong claims in this
race based on latest outing. Looms as a leading contender.

55 HIGHLY DESIRED
Honest type who resumed from a spell when fourth over 1300m at Newcastle and will be much
improved. Rates strongly and can go on with it.

R2 - SCONE | 13:25 | AUD $200,000 |  COOLMORE DARK JEWEL CLASSIC

1212 MORE PROPHETS
Returned from a spell last start when third beaten 4 lengths at Randwick on April 24 over 1200m.
Rates as the one to beat.

44 ROCHA CLOCK
Stepping out to this track for the rst time but rates well at this distance. Sure to be right there at
the business end.

11 MISSILE MANTRA
Among the placegetters when second over 1400m at Caul eld carrying 54kg. Penalised by the
extra 5kg but can go on with it.

66 JEN RULES
Good effort when second at Hawkesbury over 1300m last start at a big quote. Has claims in this
race if she can reproduce that form today. Winning hope.

55 ASIAGO
Resumes here after over two months break. Trialled on 27-Apr-21 in readiness for this. Multiple
first-up winner previously. Looms as one of the major players.

R3 - SCONE | 14:05 | AUD $200,000 |  DARLEY SCONE CUP

55 ROYAL CELEBRATION
Is struggling to break through with two placings from three runs this time in, the latest placing as
favourite at Hawkesbury. Overdue for a win and gets chance to break through.

99 LAURE ME IN Second up in this. Hasn't drawn the best gate for this but still looks a winning hope.

44 PHAISTOS
Was solid when resuming at Randwick. Had excuses for his fth beaten 1.4 lengths. Looms as a
significant threat here.

1414 PANDANO
Narrowly beaten when running second at Randwick last start only beaten a head. Looks close to
a win here.

11 PURPLE SECTOR
Settled back but made a sustained run to nd the frame over 1600m at Hawkesbury and will
appreciate the extra ground here. Latest run puts him right in this.

R4 - SCONE | 14:40 | AUD $40,000 |  YARRAMAN PARK HCP (C2)

22 GARRISON
Returned from a spell last start when runner up beaten a nose at Newcastle on May 1 over
1200m. Improved by first up run. Top chance.

33 GRAVINA
Finished mid eld but beaten only 1.3 lengths when seventh over 1200m at Canterbury. Has the
ability and is expected to run well again.

55 DALAALAAT
Was positioned right up near the speed last start working home well for a second at Newcastle.
Wasn't beaten by far in that affair. Can be thereabouts at the finish again here. Keep in mind.

44 PAPAL WARRIOR
Looked a run short when a 6 length seventh at Randwick Kensington resuming last start. Rates
highly and expected to improve sharply. Fitter for the run and expected to be in the nish this
time.

77 BRAVADO Solid performances at both starts this campaign. Ready to improve now. Must be respected.


